MOTION PICTURES

Outstanding Performance by a Male Actor in a Leading Role

CHRISTIAN BALE / “Ford v Ferrari”
Total Actor® nominations: 8
Additional Actor® nominations: 7
2019 – MALE LEAD – “Vice”
2016 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Big Short”
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Big Short”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Hustle”
2011 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Fighter”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “3:10 to Yuma”
Actors® received: 2
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Hustle”
2011 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Fighter”

LEONARDO DiCAPRIO / “Once Upon a Time… in Hollywood”
Total Actor® nominations: 11
Concurrent Actor® nominations this year
Additional Actor® nominations: 9
2016 – MALE LEAD – “The Revenant”
2012 – MALE LEAD – “J. Edgar”
2007 – MALE SUPPORT – “The Departed”
1997 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Marvin’s Room”
Actors® received: 1
2016 – MALE LEAD – “The Revenant”

ADAM DRIVER / “Marriage Story”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
Additional Actor® nominations: 2
2019 – MALE SUPPORT – “BlacKkKlansman”
2019 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “BlacKkKlansman”
Actors® received: 0
TARON EGERTON / “Rocketman”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
This is Taron’s first Actor® nomination.

JOAQUIN PHOENIX / “Joker”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
Additional Actor® nominations: 4
2006 – MALE LEAD – “Walk the Line”
2005 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hotel Rwanda”
2001 – MALE SUPPORT – “Gladiator”
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gladiator”
Actors® received: 0

Outstanding Performance by a Female Actor in a Leading Role

CYNTHIA ERIVO / “Harriet”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
This is Cynthia’s first Actor® nomination.

SCARLETT JOHANSSON / “Marriage Story”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
Concurrent Actor® nominations this year
2020 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Jojo Rabbit”
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Jojo Rabbit”
These are Scarlett’s first Actor® nominations.

LUPITA NYONG’O / “Us”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
Additional Actor® nominations: 3
2014 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “12 Years a Slave”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “12 Years a Slave”
Actors® received: 2
2014 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “12 Years a Slave”

CHARLIZE THERON / “Bombshell”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
Concurrent Actor® nominations this year
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bombshell”
Additional Actor® nominations: 4
2005 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/MINISERIES – “The Life and Death of Peter Sellers”
2004 – FEMALE LEAD – “Monster”
Actors® received: 1
2004 – FEMALE LEAD – “Monster”

RENÉE ZELLWEGER / “Judy”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
Additional Actor® nominations: 5
2004 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Cold Mountain”
2003 – FEMALE LEAD – “Chicago”
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”
2002 – FEMALE LEAD – “Bridget Jones’s Diary”
1997 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Jerry Maguire”
Total Actors® received: 3
2004 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Cold Mountain”
2003 – FEMALE LEAD – “Chicago”
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Chicago”
Outstanding Performance by a Male Actor in a Supporting Role

JAMIE FOXX / “Just Mercy”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
Additional Actor® nominations: 5
2005 – MALE LEAD – “Ray”
2005 – MALE SUPPORT – “Collateral”
2005 – MALE TV MOVIE/MINISERIES – “Redemption”
Total Actors® received: 1
2005 – MALE LEAD – “Ray”

TOM HANKS / “A Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood”
Total Actor® nominations: 8
Additional Actor® nominations: 7
2014 – MALE LEAD – “Captain Phillips”
2001 – MALE LEAD – “Cast Away”
1999 – MALE LEAD – “Saving Private Ryan”
1999 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Saving Private Ryan”
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Apollo 13”
1995 – MALE LEAD – “Forrest Gump”
Total Actors® received: 2
1996 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Apollo 13”
1995 – MALE LEAD – “Forrest Gump”

AL PACINO / “The Irishman”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
Concurrent Actor® nominations this year
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Irishman”
Additional Actor® nominations: 3
2014 – MALE TV MOVIE/MINISERIES – “Phil Spector”
2011 – MALE TV MOVIE/MINISERIES – “You Don’t Know Jack”
2004 – MALE TV MOVIE/MINISERIES – “Angels in America”
Total Actors® received: 2
2011 – MALE TV MOVIE/MINISERIES – “You Don’t Know Jack”
2004 – MALE TV MOVIE/MINISERIES – “Angels in America”

JOE PESCI / “The Irishman”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
Concurrent Actor® nominations this year
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Irishman”
These are Joe’s first Actor® nominations.

BRAD PITT / “Once Upon a Time… in Hollywood”
Total Actor® nominations: 9
Concurrent Actor® nominations this year
Additional Actor® nominations: 7
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Big Short”
2014 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “12 Years a Slave”
2012 – MALE LEAD – “Moneyball”
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”
2009 – MALE LEAD – “The Curious Case of Benjamin Button”
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Curious Case of Benjamin Button”
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Babel”
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Inglourious Basterds”
Outstanding Performance by a Female Actor in a Supporting Role

LAURA DERN / “Marriage Story”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
Concurrent Actor® nominations this year
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Big Little Lies”
Additional Actor® nominations: 3
2018 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED SERIES – “Big Little Lies”
2009 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/MINISERIES – “Recount”
Total Actors® received: 0

SCARLETT JOHANSSON / “Jojo Rabbit”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
Concurrent Actor® nominations this year
2020 – FEMALE LEAD – “Marriage Story”
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Jojo Rabbit”
These are Scarlett’s first Actor® nominations.

NICOLE KIDMAN / “Bombshell”
Total Actor® nominations: 13
Concurrent Actor® nominations this year
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bombshell”
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Big Little Lies”
Additional Actor® nominations: 10
2018 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED SERIES – “Big Little Lies”
2017 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Lion”
2016 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/MINISERIES – “Grace of Monaco”
2013 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The Paperboy”
2013 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/MINISERIES – “Hemingway & Gellhorn”
2011 – FEMALE LEAD – “Rabbit Hole”
2010 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Nine”
2003 – FEMALE LEAD – “The Hours”
2002 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Moulin Rouge”
Total Actors® received: 1
2018 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED SERIES – “Big Little Lies”

JENNIFER LOPEZ / “Hustlers”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
This is Jennifer's first Actor® nomination.

MARGOT ROBBIE / “Bombshell”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
Concurrent Actor® nominations this year
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Bombshell”
Additional Actor® nominations: 2
2019 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Mary Queen of Scots”
2018 – FEMALE LEAD – “I, Tonya”
Total Actors® received: 0
TELEVISION

Outstanding Performance by a Male Actor in a Television Movie or Limited Series

MAHERSHALA ALI / “True Detective”
Total Actor® nominations: 8
Additional Actor® nominations: 7
2019 – MALE SUPPORT – “Green Book”
2017 – MALE SUPPORT – “Moonlight”
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Moonlight”
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hidden Figures”
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Curious Case of Benjamin Button”
Actors® received: 3
2019 – MALE SUPPORT – “Green Book”
2017 – MALE SUPPORT – “Moonlight”
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Hidden Figures”

RUSSELL CROWE / “The Loudest Voice”
Total Actor® nominations: 11
Additional Actor® nominations: 10
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “3:10 to Yuma”
2008 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “American Gangster”
2006 – MALE LEAD – “Cinderella Man”
2001 – MALE LEAD – “Gladiator”
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Gladiator”
2000 – MALE LEAD – “The Insider”
Actors® received: 1

JARED HARRIS / “Chernobyl”
Total Actor® Nominations: 6
Additional Actor® nominations: 5
2009 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Curious Case of Benjamin Button”
Total Actors® received: 1
2010 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”

JHARREL JEROME / “When They See Us”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
Additional Actor® nominations: 1
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Moonlight”
Total Actors® received: 0

SAM ROCKWELL / “Fosse/Verdon”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
Concurrent Actor® nominations this year
2020 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Jojo Rabbit”
Additional Actor® nominations: 4
2018 – MALE SUPPORT – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”
Total Actors® received: 2
2018 – MALE SUPPORT – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”
Outstanding Performance by a Female Actor in a Television Movie or Limited Series

PATRICIA ARQUETTE / “The Act”
Total Actor® nominations: 8
Additional Actor® nominations: 7
2019 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED SERIES – “Escape At Dannemora”
2015 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Boyhood”
2015 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Boyhood”
2014 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Boardwalk Empire”
Total Actors® received: 2
2019 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/LIMITED SERIES – “Escape At Dannemora”
2015 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Boyhood”

TONI COLLETTE / “Unbelievable”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
Additional Actor® nominations: 3
2010 – FEMALE COMEDY – “United States of Tara”
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Little Miss Sunshine”
2003 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Hours”
Total Actors® received: 1
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Little Miss Sunshine”

JOEY KING / “The Act”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
This is Joey King’s first Actor® nomination.

EMILY WATSON / “Chernobyl”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
Additional Actor® nominations: 4
2012 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/MINISERIES – “Appropriate Adult”
2002 – CAST IN A MOTION PICTURE – “Gosford Park”
1999 – FEMALE LEAD – “Hilary and Jackie”
Total Actors® received: 1
2002 – CAST IN A MOTION PICTURE – “Gosford Park”

MICHELLE WILLIAMS / “Fosse/Verdon”
Total Actor® nominations: 7
Additional Actor® nominations: 6
2017 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Manchester by the Sea”
2017 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Manchester by the Sea”
2012 – FEMALE LEAD – “My Week With Marilyn”
2006 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “Brokeback Mountain”
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Brokeback Mountain”
2004 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Station Agent”
Total Actors® received: 0
Outstanding Performance by a Male Actor in a Drama Series

STERLING K. BROWN / “This is Us”
Total Actor® nominations: 8
Additional Actor® nominations: 7
2019, 2018, 2017 – MALE DRAMA – “This is Us”
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”
Total Actors® received: 4
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “This Is Us”
2018 – MALE DRAMA – “This Is Us”

STEVE CARELL / “The Morning Show”
Total Actor® nominations: 17
Additional Actor® nominations: 16
2018 – MALE SUPPORT – “Battle of The Sexes”
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Big Short”
2015 – MALE LEAD – “Foxcatcher”
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Little Miss Sunshine”
Total Actors® received: 3
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Little Miss Sunshine”

BILLY CRUDUP / “The Morning Show”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
Additional Actor® nominations: 2
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Spotlight”
2001 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Almost Famous”
Total Actors® received: 1
2016 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Spotlight”

PETER DINKLAGE / “Game of Thrones”
Total Actor® nominations: 16
Concurrent Actor® nominations this year
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Game of Thrones”
Additional Actor® nominations: 14
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”
2004 – MALE LEAD – “The Station Agent”
2004 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The Station Agent”
Total Actors® received: 1
2018 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”

DAVID HARBOUR / “Stranger Things”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
Concurrent Actor® nominations this year
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”
Additional Actor® nominations: 3
2018 – MALE DRAMA – “Stranger Things”
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Stranger Things”
Outstanding Performance by a Female Actor in a Drama Series

JENNIFER ANISTON / “The Morning Show”
Total Actor® nominations: 11
Additional Actor® nominations: 10
2015 – FEMALE LEAD – “Cake”
Total Actors® received: 1
1996 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Friends”

HELENA BONHAM CARTER / “The Crown”
Total Actor® nominations: 7
Concurrent Actor® nominations this year
Additional Actor® nominations: 5
2014 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/MINISERIES – “Burton and Taylor”
2011 – FEMALE SUPPORT – “The King’s Speech”
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The King’s Speech”
Total Actors® received: 1
2011 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “The King’s Speech”

OLIVIA COLMAN / “The Crown”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
Concurrent Actor® nominations this year
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Fleabag”
Additional Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – FEMALE LEAD – “The Favourite”
Total Actors® received: 0

JODIE COMER / “Killing Eve”
Total Actor® nominations: 1
This is Jodie Comer’s first Actor® nomination.

ELISABETH MOSS / “The Handmaid’s Tale”
Total Actor® nominations: 15
Concurrent Actor® nominations this year
2020 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Handmaid’s Tale”
Additional Actor® nominations: 13
2019, 2018 – FEMALE DRAMA – “The Handmaid’s Tale”
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “The Handmaid’s Tale”
2014 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/MINISERIES – “Top of the Lake”
2011, 2009 – FEMALE DRAMA – “Mad Men”
Total Actors® received: 2
2010, 2009 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “Mad Men”
Outstanding Performance by a Male Actor in a Comedy Series

ALAN ARKIN / “The Kominsky Method”
Total Actor® Nominations: 8
Concurrent Actor® nominations this year
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Kominsky Method”
Additional Actor® nominations: 6
2019 – MALE COMEDY – “The Kominsky Method”
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Kominsky Method”
2013 – MALE SUPPORT – “Argo”
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”
2007 – MALE SUPPORT – “Little Miss Sunshine”
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Little Miss Sunshine”
Total Actors® received: 2
2013 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Argo”
2007 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Little Miss Sunshine”

MICHAEL DOUGLAS / “The Kominsky Method”
Total Actor® nominations: 6
Concurrent Actor® nominations this year
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Kominsky Method”
Additional Actor® nominations: 4
2019 – MALE COMEDY – “The Kominsky Method”
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Kominsky Method”
2014 – MALE TV MOVIE/MINISERIES – “Behind the Candelabra”
Total Actors® received: 2
2014 – MALE TV MOVIE/MINISERIES – “Behind the Candelabra”

BILL HADER / “Barry”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
Concurrent Actor® nominations this year
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Barry”
Additional Actor® nominations: 2
2019 – MALE COMEDY – “Barry”
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Barry”
Total Actors® received: 0

ANDREW SCOTT / “Fleabag”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
Concurrent Actor® nominations this year
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Fleabag”
These are Andrew Scott’s first Actor® nominations.

TONY SHALHOUB / “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”
Total Actor® nominations: 11
Concurrent Actor® nominations this year
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”
Additional Actor® nominations: 9
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”
Total Actors® received: 4
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”
Outstanding Performance by a Female Actor in a Comedy Series

CHRISTINA APPLEGATE / “Dead to Me”
Total Actor® nominations: 4
Additional Actor® nominations: 3
Total Actors® received: 0

ALEX BORSTEIN / “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”
Total Actor® Nominations: 5
Concurrent Actor® nominations this year
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”
Additional Actor® nominations: 3
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”
2006 – MOTION PICTURE CAST – “Good Night, and Good Luck”
Total Actors® received: 1
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”

RACHEL BROSNANAH / “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”
Total Actor® nominations: 5
Concurrent Actor® nominations this year
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”
Additional Actor® nominations: 3
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”
2015 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE – “House of Cards”
Total Actors® received: 2
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel”

CATHERINE O’HARA / “Schitt’s Creek”
Total Actor® nominations: 3
Concurrent Actor® nominations this year
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Schitt’s Creek”
Additional Actor® nominations: 1
2011 – FEMALE TV MOVIE/MINISERIES – “Temple Grandin”
Total Actors® received: 0

PHOEBE WALLER-BRIDGE / “Fleabag”
Total Actor® nominations: 2
Concurrent Actor® nominations this year
2020 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE – “Fleabag”
These are Phoebe Waller-Bridge’s first Actor® nominations.

Outstanding Performance by an Ensemble in a Drama Series

BIG LITTLE LIES (HBO)
Total Actor® nominations: 1
This is the “Big Little Lies” ensemble’s first Actor® nomination.

THE CROWN (Netflix)
Total Actor® nominations: 3
Additional Actor® nominations: 2
2018, 2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE
Total Actors® received: 0
GAME OF THRONES (HBO)
Total Actor® nominations: 7
Additional Actor® nominations: 6
Total Actors® received: 0

THE HANDMAID’S TALE (Hulu)
Total Actor® nominations: 3
Additional Actor® nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE
Total Actors® received: 0

STRANGER THINGS (Netflix)
Total Actor® nominations: 3
Additional Actor® nominations: 2
2018, 2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE
Total Actors® received: 1
2017 – DRAMA ENSEMBLE

Outstanding Performance by an Ensemble in a Comedy Series

BARRY (HBO)
Total Actor® nominations: 2
Additional Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE
Total Actors® received: 0

FLEABAG (Prime Video)
Total Actor® nominations: 1
This is the “Fleabag” ensemble’s first Actor® nomination

THE KOMINSKY METHOD (Netflix)
Total Actor® nominations: 2
Additional Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE
Total Actors® received: 0

THE MARVELOUS MRS. MAISEL (Prime Video)
Total Actor® nominations: 2
Additional Actor® nominations: 1
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE
Total Actors® received: 1
2019 – COMEDY ENSEMBLE

SCHITT’S CREEK (POP TV)
Total Actor® nominations: 1
This is the “Schitt’s Creek” ensemble’s first Actor® nomination.

STUNT ENSEMBLES

Outstanding Performance by a Stunt Ensemble in a Comedy or Drama Series

GAME OF THRONES
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 8
Additional Stunt Ensemble nominations: 7
Total Actors® Received: 7
GLOW
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 3
Additional Stunt Ensemble nominations: 2
2019, 2018 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES
Total Actors® Received: 1
2019 - STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES

STRANGER THINGS
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 2
Additional Stunt Ensemble nominations: 1
2018 – STUNT ENSEMBLE IN A COMEDY OR DRAMA SERIES
Total Actors® Received: 0

THE WALKING DEAD
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 8
Additional Stunt Ensemble nominations: 7
Total Actors® Received: 0

WATCHMEN
Total Stunt Ensemble nominations: 1
This is the “Watchmen” stunt ensemble’s first Actor® nomination.